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Abstract 

One crucial challenge confronting operators worldwide is how to ensure that everything runs smoothly as well as how to 

monitor the network. The monitoring system should be accurate, easy to use, and quick enough to reflect network performance 

in a timely way. Passive network monitoring is an excellent tool for this. It could be used to look for issues with a single network 

device or a large-scale issue affecting the whole LAN or core network. However, passive network monitoring is not limited to 

issue resolution; it could also be used to generate network statistics and measure network performance. As shown in this review, 

it is a very strong tool, as seen by the sheer volume of data published on Google Scholar. The main objective of this review is to 

analyze and comprehend monitoring measurements for quality of service to serve as a resource for future research and 

application. Essential terms and concepts of network monitoring and their quality of service are presented. Network monitoring 

measurements (which can be passive, active, or hybrid) and their wireless network monitoring tools (which can be public 

domain or commercial tools) are also covered in terms of relevance, advantages, and disadvantages. Finally, the review is 

summarized. 

Keywords: Active Monitoring, Hybrid Monitoring, Passive Monitoring, Quality of Service, Tools Monitoring Wireless 

Networks. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Millions of computers and computer users are connected 

through computer networks globally. The network has 

evolved into infrastructure for various applications that touch 

every aspect of our lives. Therefore, maintaining a well-

maintained computer network is critical. Network 

management requires surveillance. Network monitoring 

involves a set of technologies that allow network 

administrators to assess the health of an extensive computer 

network [1]. Network monitoring is a set of strategies used 

for ensuring the security and integrity of an internal network. 

Internal networks are sometimes referred to as local area 

networks. Monitoring encompasses hardware, software, 

viruses, spyware, vulnerabilities, backdoors and security 

flaws, and other elements that may threaten the integrity of a 

network. Network monitoring is a time-consuming and 

complicated process integral to a network administrator’s 

job. Network managers are constantly working to maintain 

the seamless operation of their networks. When a network is 

offline for even a little while, productivity within a 

corporation is affected. In the case of public-sector 

organizations, the ability to provide critical services is 

threatened. Administrators must monitor network traffic 

flow and performance to be proactive rather than reactive. 

They must also ensure no security breaches within the 

network [2], [3]. 

When a network fails, monitoring agents are tasked with 

identifying, isolating, and correcting network defects and 

recovering from the failure. The agents should notify the 

administrators within a minute and direct them to resolve the 

issues. With a stable network, the administrator’s 

responsibility remains ongoing monitoring for threats from 

inside or beyond the network. Additionally, they must 

evaluate network performance regularly to ensure that no 

network devices get overloaded, and can use network 

monitoring Measurements before a network collapses due to 

congestion [4]. In the literature, passive flow measurement 

and active network quality monitoring technologies are 

designed. Various service detection methods are available to 

check the quality of the distribution network service 

communication network in real-time [5], neural network 

modeling for wireless communication network monitoring 
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[6], and the traffic service profile on an integrated basis [7]. 

Monitoring could be passive, active, or hybrid. Passive 

network monitoring collects data without interfering with 

traffic flow. Active network monitoring allows the 

modification of data on the connection. Network Simulator 

NS-2 or OPNET software is used to simulate the network 

topologies, hybrid monitoring active, and passive 

measurements combined for an illustration of the 

effectiveness and efficiency of network monitoring  [8-10]. 

This review provides basic network monitoring terminology, 

concepts, and tools (public domain or commercial tools) and 

a complete and valuable explanation of network-monitored 

procedures with the best metric (passive, active, or hybrid) 

based on important literature. It also presents a summary of 

the review. 

         This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides 

network monitoring essential terms and concepts. Section 3 

discusses service quality. Section 4 further discusses the 

relevance and uses of network monitoring measurements, 

which could be passive, active, or hybrid. Section 5 contains 

tools for wireless network monitoring (public domain or 

commercial). Finally, Section 6 gives a conclusion of the 

study. 

II. ESSENTIAL TERMS AND CONCEPTS 

         This section defines several fundamental words and 

concepts relating to computer networks, with general 

guidelines for users to network problem solutions [4], [3], 

[11]. 

A. General Guidelines of Network Monitoring 
1) Conduct an inventory of the business : Accurate 

inventory of the network’s devices and applications is taken. 

Solutions that can find devices automatically are utilized to 

save IT the time and effort associated with this process. 

2) Evaluate the magnitude and danger of proposed 

changes: The network change management process is guided 

by best practices to minimize the chance of a failed change. 

Applying certain fundamental operational principles, such as 

assessing the breadth of a proposed change, can help avoid 

future blunders. 

3) Use the best network metrics: Network metrics, such 

as instability, packet loss, throughput, and reliability, are 

measured. 

4) Continuous Monitoring: Continuous monitoring 

helps discover intermittent network faults that are difficult to 

pinpoint precisely. 

B. Essential Terms of Network Monitoring 
Monitoring the network is important to see how well it 

is performing, such as bandwidth usage, delay, and others. In 

this part, the most important basic network terms are 

introduced [12], .[13]   

1) Path: It is a collection of links in a network that 

connects a source node to a destination node. The nodes that 

link the connections would be part of the path’s structure 

[14]. 

2) Link capacity: It is defined as the greatest transfer 

rate that could be achieved across that link [15]. The capacity 

of a connection is specified at the protocol layer level. While 

the physical connection is the same, the link capacity on 

Layers 2 and 3 is different, indicating that the physical link 

has a different capacity. As in (1), the capacity C of an end-

to-end route is equal to the capacity Ci of the smallest link in 

the path. 

C = min Ci                               (1) 

3) Delay (latency): It has several types in 

telecommunications, including processing delay, 

propagation delay, queue delay, and transmission delay, as 

in (2). The word “delay” in this work applies to all kinds of 

delays; thus, it is referred to as “end-to-end delay” [16], [17]. 

        DE2E = D processing +D transmission +D propagation +D queuing  (2) 

Processing delay is the total of the processing delays 

produced by all intermediary nodes along the network route. 

A router must evaluate the header of an incoming packet to 

decide where to route it. It does bit-level error checking to 

see whether the packet is faulty, and it would handle the 

packet by performing functions such as firewalling and 

encryption. All of these operations performed by the router 

contribute to processing latency. Processing delays happen 

primarily at the network’s edge routers.  

Transmission (or serialization) delay is the time required 

to send a packet at the connection’s bit rate. Thus, 

transmission delay is the time it takes a router to transfer an 

entire packet through a connection as in (3). 

    D transmission= L/R                            (3) 

where L denotes the packet’s length and R denotes the 

link’s transmission rate. 

Propagation delay is the time required for a signal to 

travel from one end of the transmission medium to the other.  

Given that delay is medium-dependent, it is defined as the 

distance between two endpoints divided by the propagation 

speed, as in (4). 

                        D propagation = d/η C         (4) 

   where d is the distance, c is the speed of light, and η ≤ 1.  

Queuing delay is the time required for a packet to 

traverse a router’s queue from the source to the destination 

node. The queuing time is proportional to the buffer size and 

the amount of cross-traffic entering the router. 

 

Fig. 1: Type of delay 
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Delay measures could be one-way or two-way. One-way 

delay quantifies the time required for a packet to transit 

between the transmitting and receiving hosts (Hosts A and 

B) in Fig. 1, the phrase “two-way delay” (or round-trip time, 

RTT) refers to the time required for a packet to go between 

the sender and the receiver and return. 

4) Jitter: It is jittery. The term “variation” refers to the 

variance of packets’ one-way delays (or jitter). The word is 

now deprecated because it has been used in various ways by 

various parties. The instantaneous packet delay variation 

may be determined using the one-way delays of two 

subsequent packets as in (5):                       

PDV Instantaneous = D n+1 – D n                                   (5) 

where Dn+1 and Dn are one-way delays of two 

consecutive packets. 

Delays can vary because of network congestion, routing 

changes, or timing drift. It is evident in real-time 

applications, such as VoIP or video streaming when jerky 

visual and audio breakdowns emerge. Buffering is used to 

alleviate the effects of delay variation. Packets are buffered 

and re-played at the receiving end of a VoIP connection after 

a short delay, aiding the receiver in arranging and spacing 

incoming packets to preserve as much of the original voice 

stream as possible. 

        Packet inter-arrival time variation refers to the time 

difference between packet arrivals at a host (also called a 

jitter). By comparing the arrival times of two successive 

packets, the instantaneous packet inter-arrival time can be 

determined as in (6):  

            IAT Instantaneous = An+1 - An                                         (6)   

where An+1 and An are the arrival times of two 

consecutive packets. 

5) Queuing: It refers to the technique used in packet 

networks to mitigate the effects of burst traffic. A router can 

only process one packet at a time. When packets arrive at a 

router faster than the router’s capability for processing them, 

they are queued. Packets are queued until the router has 

enough processing time to process them. If the queue 

becomes full and further packets arrive, the router discards 

them, which is the main cause of packet loss [13]. 
6) “Packet loss,” “loss time,” and “loss distance”: 

refer to when a packet is transferred from host A to host B but 

never reaches B, which is known as packet loss. Given that 

waiting forever for a packet is impractical, most networks 

have a timeout mechanism that discards the packet if reaching 

the other end of the network takes an unacceptable length of 

time. Even if a packet ultimately reaches B, it may be reported 

as lost [13],[18]. 
          Packet loss can occur for several reasons: the router 

may delete a packet as a result of a buffer overflow or because 

the incoming packet is corrupted, or the packet may also be 

misrouted or lost as a result of a connection failure or wireless 

channel error. Packet loss can also be the result of 

malfunctioning or incorrectly designed equipment. Certain 

congestion management or avoidance algorithms (for 

example, Random Early Discard (RED)) can cause packet 

loss on purpose to drive Transmission Control Protocol 

(TCP) window size reductions.  

          Loss period and loss distance are two critical concepts 

that are inextricably linked to packet loss. The loss period is 

the number of consecutive packets lost during a packet loss 

event. The period begins with the loss of a packet and the 

receipt of the previous packet and concludes with the receipt 

of a packet and the loss of the preceding packet. The loss 

distance between two consecutively lost packets is the 

difference in their sequence numbers. They may have 

received packets in between. 

7) Throughput: It refers to the quantity of data that a 

system can process in a certain amount of time. The edge 

nodes keep track of the number of packets and bytes 

delivered and received and the timestamps for each 

monitoring packet. Thus, determining the throughput (in bits 

per second) and the distribution of total outgoing traffic 

between receiving edge nodes is feasible. Peak rate 

resolution is proportional to the size of the monitoring block 

[19]. 

8) Available bandwidth: It is the capacity of a 

connection not in use for a certain period. Suppose Ci is the 

connection’s capacity and ui is the link’s average utilization 

(i.e., the link transmits Ciui bits) during time T. In that case, 

the link’s available bandwidth is Ai, as in (7)[20]: 

Ai =(1-ui)Ci                                                 (7) 

which yields the available bandwidth for an N-hop path 

as in (8): 

                                 Ai = min Ai              ,i=1..N (8) 

9) Bulk Transfer Capacity (BTC) : measure is defined 

as follows in (9)[21]: 

                 BTC = sent data bits/elapsed time              (9) 

where sent data bits denote the number of unique data 

bits sent, unique in the sense that header bits and 

retransmissions are omitted. BTC is a unit of measurement 

used to describe the maximum possible throughput by a TCP 

or other congestion-aware transport protocol connection. 

Given that BTC is a TCP-specific metric, it cannot be 

compared with available bandwidth. 

10) Goodput: It refers to the effective throughput 

experienced by a user, which may also be called application-

level throughput. The term “goodput” refers to the rate at 

which a network or system can send user data bits per time 

unit (often seconds). One may determine goodput by 

deducting all header costs and retransmissions from 

throughput [22]. 

11) Probes: They are specialized probe packets that can 

be used for active measurements. A probe packet is a 

fictitious packet that can take on almost any shape to obtain 

desired data from the measurement. The network is probed, 

and the response is gathered and evaluated. A 

straightforward probe packet is a small UDP packet that 

carries just a timestamp and little or no data. This kind of 

probe could be used to determine the latency of VoIP 

systems or assess their performance [13].  

12) Metrics: A metric is a numerical value associated 

with the Internet’s performance and dependability. It could 
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be considered a general indication of the network’s 

performance. A single measurement result of a metric is 

referred to as a “singleton” metric, whereas a “sample” 

metric is a group of unique measurement results (singletons). 

Finally, a statistical metric is a metric that is constructed over 

a sample metric [23]. 

13) Intrusiveness: It is a feature of measurement 

equipment that indicates how much bandwidth it uses. 

Active measurement standards classify a tool or approach as 

invasive if the average probing load it places on the network 

during a measurement is disproportionate to the route’s 

available bandwidth. Active network analysis uses a fraction 

of the available bandwidth and adds an extra burden to the 

observed network [24]. 

14) Retransmission: The rate informs the organization 

how often packets are lost, which is a sign of network 

congestion. Retransmission delay or the time required to 

retransmit a lost packet may be evaluated to determine how 

long the network takes to recover from packet loss [25]. 

15) Connectivity: It is a term that relates to the state of 

the connections between the nodes in the network. If the 

network has an inappropriate or dysfunctional connection, 

ideally, each link should operate at maximum capacity at all 

times. However, performance concerns such as malware may 

influence performance in a localized section of the network 

by targeting specific nodes or connections [26]. 

III. QUALITY OF SERVICE OF A NETWORK 

       The quality of service (QoS) refers to a network’s 

capacity to handle a range of network performance levels 

that can be matched to the requirements of the applications 

supported by the network [27]. Figure 2 shows the most 

common metrics for monitoring service quality. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Metrics for monitoring service quality 

A. Importance for Quality of Service 

       QoS is most typically utilized in packet networks. 

Bandwidth, latency, and delay variation are not issues for 

circuit networks. In reality, a circuit network’s basic nature 

is to maintain a steady bandwidth, low variance in latency, 

and the shortest overall delay. In terms of QoS, the circuit 

network is the gold standard for measuring packet networks 

[28], [29]. 

B. Advantages for Quality of Service 

       QoS is vital for firms seeking to assure the availability 

of mission-critical applications. It is critical for providing 

differentiated bandwidth and ensuring that data is sent 

without interfering with traffic flow or resulting in packet 

loss [30-34]. Several significant benefits of implementing 

QoS include the following:  

1) Preventing Packet loss: Packet loss occurs when data 

packets are lost in transit between networks. It is often caused 

by network congestion, a broken router, a loose connection, 

or a bad signal. By prioritizing bandwidth for high-

performance applications, QoS eliminates the possibility of 

packet loss.  

2) Reduced latency: Latency refers to the amount of 

time it takes for a network request to go from the sender to 

the receiver and be processed by the receiver. It is often 

influenced by the additional time for routers to inspect data 

and the storage delays provided by intermediate switches and 

bridges. By prioritizing critical applications, QoS enables 

organizations to reduce latency and expedite network request 

processing. 

3) Prioritization of apps is unlimited: QoS ensures that 

enterprises’ most mission-critical applications are always 

given precedence and the resources required to function well.  

4) Enhanced user experience: The ultimate purpose of 

QoS is to ensure the high performance of mission-critical 

applications, which is equivalent to an optimal user 

experience. Employees benefit from great performance on 

their high-bandwidth apps, which helps them be more 

productive and complete tasks faster. 

5) Unlimited prioritization of apps: QoS ensures that 

enterprises’ most mission-critical applications always get 

precedence and the resources are required to execute at a 

high level. 

C. Disadvantages of Service Quality 

1) QoS prioritizing: The disadvantage of QoS 

prioritizing is that it does not provide a consistent user 

experience. Prioritization based on the quality of service and 

the various components of the data path(s) may not always 

add to a whole user experience (quality experience). 

2) Restricted Availability of Resources: Creating QoS 

provisioning is highly tough in networks. Security features 

lead to QoS challenges. 

3) Proactive and Reactive Routing: Reactive routing is 

sluggish, but proactive routing is resource-intensive. Slow 

routing leads to additional delays, and the use of more 

resources depletes the device’s processing power and battery 

life.       

IV. NETWORK MONITORING MEASUREMENTS  

 Monitoring a network could be passive, active, or hybrid. 

Passive network monitoring gathers data from the 

connection without interfering with traffic flow. Active 

network monitoring includes the capability of editing the 

data on the line. A hybrid measurement uses active and 

passive measurement [13], [35]. 

A. Active Monitoring Measurements 

        Active measurement methods are built on the principle 

of introducing traffic into a network to obtain information 

about its properties. This technique can be used to acquire 

reliable data and estimate the quality of observed network 

segments either on large-scale networks, end-to-end or per 

link. On the one hand, active measures are inherently 

QoS 

Jitter 

Goodput 
Delay 

Throughput Bandwidth 

Packet loss 
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network-invasive. This property is undesirable in certain 

cases because the measurement traffic modifies the observed 

link behavior. On the other hand, in certain situations, QoS 

parameters must be precisely approximated for a specified 

period [13], as shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3: Active monitoring measurements 

        Active measurement strategies include producing 

traffic and watching its behavior as it travels the network. 

The primary disadvantage of this strategy is that it is 

invasive, given that more traffic must be created. Such 

intrusiveness is sometimes useful, for example, when 

attempting to stress a network to define the presence of 

abused or accessible resources. Active approaches can be 

used to test and evaluate networks periodically. This method 

results in a stratification of the active measurement to 

describe the network behavior over time and concerning the 

network’s state. Active approaches are primarily classified 

into two broad categories: file transfer/batch data transfer 

techniques and packet-pair techniques. This separation is 

made based on the technology used to create traffic and then 

analyze it to determine QoS metrics [36].  

B. Passive Monitoring Measurements 

         The concept of passive network measurement is based 

on collecting and processing traffic data to estimate network 

characteristics and assess observed network performance and 

behavior. The data obtained can be classified as follows. 

Traffic is recorded directly, and data and analytics are 

acquired from devices that have been preprocessed, as shown 

in Fig. 4. Passive monitoring can provide a variety of distinct 

outputs based on the data obtained. The primary benefit of 

passive measurement is that the studied network is non-

intrusive. Using a Switched Port Analyzer Network, traffic 

on routers and switches can typically be collected without 

interfering with production traffic [37]. 

 

Fig. 4: Passive monitoring measurements. 

         The majority of current devices have some kind of 

passive measurement mechanism, such as RMON, that may 

be used to collect various sorts of data from the devices, such 

as the number of bytes transferred, packets lost, and other 

interface information. Typically, these built-in techniques 

provide highly aggregated data and give minimal 

information about the network condition or traffic pattern. 

Often, data generated by these methods can be retrieved 

using the SNMP protocol. Ethereal (affectionately known as 

Wireshark) and tcpdump are two of the most frequently used 

passive measurement tools. Passive measures have a few 

benefits over active measurements. Given that passive 

approaches generate no new traffic, they do not disrupt the 

network and give an accurate depiction of network traffic 

[13],[38]. 

C. Hybrid Monitoring Measurements 

        Hybrid measurement refers to active and passive 

measurements in conjunction with one another, as shown in 

Fig. 5. A hybrid measurement scenario is one in which active 

probes are distributed through a network, and their progress 

is passively monitored during the measurement. The 

measurer may then track the probes’ passage and report their 

intermediate and end-to-end delays. This is not achievable 

with passive probing alone [13]. 

 

Fig. 5: Hybrid monitoring measurements 

        The case outlined needs the measurer to have 

administrative access to the intermediate routers and is 

incompatible with Internet-scale measurements. Given that 

hybrid measurements use passive and active techniques, they 

suffer from the same problems as passive and active 

measurements [35]. 

D. Active vs. Passive Measurements 

         Passive measurements are best used when the capture 

locations can be freely chosen, allowing communication to 

be captured between sender and receiver. Active 

measurements must be used when choosing capture points is 

not possible. Active measurements may be made across a 

network path that the measurer cannot control. Passive 

procedures are frequently more precise for gauging accuracy. 

For example, monitoring router buffers along the network 

path would pinpoint packet loss. Furthermore, routers can 

monitor connections used to calculate available bandwidth. 

Both of the aforementioned metrics need active probing to 

be performed successfully. Table 1 compares passive versus 

active measurements. 
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The techniques and problems for these metrics can be 

illustrated in Fig. 6. Active techniques are primarily 

classified into two broad categories: file transfer/batch data 

transfer techniques and packet-pair techniques. This 

separation is made based on the technology used to create 

traffic and then analyze it to determine QoS metrics. Active 

issues are assessed, and their effects on the findings are 

measured, offering a broad overview of various factors to 

consider while actively measuring. A thorough investigation 

has revealed the issues affecting the findings of active 

measuring, including things like CPU and memory use, self-

initiated traffic, ICs, and techniques for ensuring the quality 

of service.  

 Passive monitoring methods and systems are developed 

with a particular emphasis on three distinct approaches: 

flow-level monitoring, packet-level monitoring, and MRTG 

monitoring. Problems associated with passive measurement 

involve being familiar with the issues inherent in existing 

implementations and methods for checking the accuracy of 

traces and the limits of passive measuring devices, such as 

timestamps, packet loss, and Internet routing. Network 

resources are required for two measurements. Active 

network monitoring sends test traffic. It uses this traffic to 

locate bottlenecks and assess network performance. Thus, it 

demands additional network resources. Passive network 

monitoring captures, stores, and analyzes network user data 

to detect use patterns. It does not need any more data in the 

network. Decreased networking hardware overhead is 

caused by reduced network resource use. 

 

 

TABLE I 

ACTIVE VS. PASSIVE MEASUREMENTS 

No. Differences Type Active Passive 

1 

Network Resources 

Required 

It monitors network performance 

and identifies bottlenecks, So it uses 

more network resources. 

It does not need any more data in the 

network. 

2 

Analysis of Data Active monitoring collects data on 

certain network characteristics to 

examine its performance. 

It gives you a detailed picture of your 

network’s performance. It involves 

examining past network traffic. 

3 

Amount of Data Collected Active monitoring targets specific 

issues. To remedy the problem, data 

is produced and kept. 

Passive monitoring uses previous data. 

It creates and saves a lot of data. The 

extra information helps resolve future 

concerns. 

4 

Applications Active network monitoring assures 

smooth operation. Enterprises 

utilize active monitoring to maintain 

optimal network performance. 

Passive monitoring is used to 

determine which network parts are 

using the most bandwidth. 
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Fig. 6: The simple structure of network monitoring measurements. 
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E. Directions for Future Research 

This evaluation covers all metrics in depth. In 

measuring passive advantage, a surveyor requires only a 

sensor and a data recorder to record a naturally existing 

field. Passive studies can be performed across larger areas 

and at a lower cost than active measures. Network 

operators can deduce the underlying control algorithms 

and analyze traffic flows. Passive measurement examines 

recorded packet traces to determine network flows. In 

contrast to active measurement, passive measurement does 

not introduce false traffic into the network. It merely 

monitors the network without generating or altering any 

real traffic on it. Network operators and academics in the 

networking world are increasingly relying on passive 

monitoring measurements [39], [40].   

Passive monitoring measurement improves noise 

reduction by controlling the injected signal. The active 

operation takes more time and effort than a passive 

experiment. Furthermore, various source-receiver 

arrangements allow for diverse survey designs. Increasing 

the number of field alternatives would increase review 

design expenses and the likelihood of field errors. Besides, 

the sheer volume of data generated by several current 

trials[40-44]. As shown in Fig. 7, the number of 

publications on Network Monitoring Measurements for 

QoS has gradually increased since early 2011. The article 

count plainly shows that passive measurement is the most 

popular. While active measurement is a promising review 

field, hybrid measurement is also gaining interest. 

         

 

Fig. 7: Number of papers written on network monitoring 

measurements for QoS in measurements selection, from 

google scholar. 

V. WIRELESS NETWORK MONITORING  

The preceding subjects have generally dealt with 

wired networks or networks in general. However, as 

mobility becomes the fundamental concern of Internet 

growth, wireless networks need particular scrutiny owing 

to their inherent difficulties and security dangers [12], [45], 

[46]. 

Wireless networks need a completely new set of tools 

for network managers because existing solutions will 

prove insufficient in specific ways. No cables for sniffing 

and reading packets and no physically continuous block of 

hosts for examination or isolation are available. Moreover, 

security becomes a major concern; whereas encryption is 

easier to achieve on wired networks because of their high 

bandwidth capabilities. Wireless networks must contend 

with lower data rates, forcing them to choose between 

security and efficiency, given that attackers are far more 

capable of intercepting packets. As a result, wireless 

network monitoring is required to ascertain if any rogue 

hosts or access points are trying to create a presence on or 

near the corporate network. Furthermore, whether users are 

arranging themselves appropriately can be determined; 

although wireless networking allows for greater 

geographical dispersion of systems, outlying users may 

only get a weak signal, resulting in performance concerns 

[3], [45], [46]. 

While wireless network monitoring requires the 

development of new technologies, it combines many of the 

same monitoring reasons, as discussed in earlier sections. 

Packet sniffing still gives valuable insight into user 

behavior and maybe more useful on wireless networks. If 

the administrator can quickly sniff and decode passwords 

and other information transferred over the network, an 

attacker can and will do the same. Monitoring user 

application activity is also crucial given that active 

wireless users are more exposed to attack than wired users 

protected by firewalls and network address translation, and 

finding vulnerable apps on wireless workstations is crucial. 

Wireless networking security concerns drive its goals and 

significantly impact its analyses [46], [47]. The present 

study shows some of the wireless network performance 

analysis tools that are freely accessible on the Internet or 

commercially  [48]. 

A. The Public Domain 

1) Nets tumbler: It is a free tool for wireless network 

investigation. This tool enables an administrator to scan 

wireless networks for adequate coverage, identify 

interference, determine the orientation of an antenna, and 

detect illegitimate nodes and access points by active 

scanning, which entails sending probes every second and 

logging the results. However, the Net tumbler has several 

drawbacks. One issue is that it is only compatible with 

recent Windows operating systems. As a result, many 

people will be unable to use it. Furthermore, the net 

tumbler is incompatible with some wireless networking 

adapters. Moreover, passive scanning is not implemented. 

As a result, this tool is not suitable for businesses that need 

to ensure monitoring of all traffic in all modes but could be 

adequate for most customers who do not utilize unusual 

network cards [48]. 

2) Kismet: It is another freeware program for 

investigating wireless networks. This program replaces the 

net tumbler that runs on Linux, BSD, Mac OS X, and 

Windows 32 systems. Kismet is a highly functional tool 

that allows for logging common data and 

Wireshark/tcpdump-compatible formats while also 

interpreting the data to produce graphical representations 

of network topology and comprehensive identification of 

access points and clients. Kismet’s capabilities enable it to 

be used for network analysis and intrusion detection. 

However, the setup time of this program is long, which 
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reduces the simplicity of its use even with all the 

capabilities enabled. Additional utilities must be 

downloaded to ensure proper functioning, and appropriate 

software adjustments must also be made. As with the net 

tumbler, some wireless cards are incompatible. Despite its 

complexity, Kismet appears to be the best free wireless 

network monitoring tool in capability and versatility [49]. 

B. The Commercial Tools: 
1) CommView: It is software for monitoring wireless 

networks. CommView monitors all wireless 

communication and outputs complete statistics to a 

terminal. This data can be sorted, filtered, and examined 

more easily through a simple, easy-to-use user interface. 

Furthermore, CommView is meant to notify and warn 

defined people dynamically of the occurrence of specified 

unusual or suspicious behavior. TamoSoft praises 

CommView’s ability to decode WEP and WPA 

communications. Given that WEP is rapidly losing 

popularity as a result of its susceptibility to attack, 

decoding is an important capability. The 30-day free trial 

offered by TamoSoft enables customers to evaluate these 

capabilities and determine CommView’s superiority over 

free alternatives [50]. 

2) Orion Wireless Network Monitor (Orion): It is 

optimized for very high-end networks, with an exceptional 

user interface, features, and support. While the capabilities 

are named similarly to those of programs, such as 

CommView, the functionalities are expanded, allowing for 

further graphical modeling and analysis. Custom accounts 

could be established to avoid requiring a single 

administrator account to be accountable for all problems, 

and access restrictions can be configured for users with 

varying degrees of power or in separate locations. 

However, all come at a cost. Orion requires newer 

Windows PCs and is substantially more expensive than 

other wireless network monitoring programs. The trial 

version is highly suggested for testing before purchasing 

the full Orion product [49]. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Network monitoring is a part of reaching the objective 

of high performance because it aids in detecting and 

preventing network faults. This review examines network 

monitoring measurements in order to get quality service to 

serve as a resource for future research and application. 

However, passive network monitoring is not limited to 

issue resolution; it may also be used to generate network 

statistics and measure network performance. In this light, 

passive network monitoring, is a very strong tool, as seen 

by the sheer volume of data published on Google Scholar. 

For example, passive monitoring gives you a detailed 

picture of your network’s performance. It creates and saves 

a lot of data, and the extra information helps resolve future 

concerns. Passive procedures are frequently more accurate. 

For example, monitoring router buffers along the network 

path would pinpoint packet loss. However, the monitoring 

system must be precise, simple to use, and fast enough to 

represent network performance in real-time. Network 

performance is critical to achieving service quality. Factors 

impacting performance include available bandwidth, 

network congestion, latency, server performance, and the 

complexity of the network management protocol. In future 

work, a new passive network-monitoring algorithm can be 

proposed using the most common metrics to deal with 

problems e.g. evaluating actual video streams based on 

how well the network is serviced. 
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